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become an efficient data scientist with r about this book explore the r language from basic types and data
structures to advanced topics learn how to tackle programming problems and explore both functional and
object oriented programming techniques learn how to address the core problems of programming in r and
leverage the most popular packages for common tasks who this book is for this is the perfect tutorial for
anyone who is new to statistical programming and modeling anyone with basic programming and data
processing skills can pick this book up to systematically learn the r programming language and crucial
techniques what you will learn explore the basic functions in r and familiarize yourself with common data
structures work with data in r using basic functions of statistics data mining data visualization root solving and
optimization get acquainted with r s evaluation model with environments and meta programming techniques
with symbol call formula and expression get to grips with object oriented programming in r including the s3 s4
rc and r6 systems access relational databases such as sqlite and non relational databases such as mongodb
and redis get to know high performance computing techniques such as parallel computing and rcpp use web
scraping techniques to extract information create rmarkdown an interactive app with shiny diagramr
interactive charts ggvis and more in detail r is a high level functional language and one of the must know tools
for data science and statistics powerful but complex r can be challenging for beginners and those unfamiliar
with its unique behaviors learning r programming is the solution an easy and practical way to learn r and



develop a broad and consistent understanding of the language through hands on examples you ll discover
powerful r tools and r best practices that will give you a deeper understanding of working with data you ll get
to grips with r s data structures and data processing techniques as well as the most popular r packages to
boost your productivity from the offset start with the basics of r then dive deep into the programming
techniques and paradigms to make your r code excel advance quickly to a deeper understanding of r s
behavior as you learn common tasks including data analysis databases web scraping high performance
computing and writing documents by the end of the book you ll be a confident r programmer adept at solving
problems with the right techniques style and approach developed to make learning easy and intuitive this book
comes packed with a wide variety of statistical and graphical techniques and a wealth of practical information
for anyone looking to get started with this exciting and powerful language
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本書は 難しいと挫折しがちなオブジェクト指向を 初心者でも楽に読み進めることができ すっきりと学べる書籍です
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モヤモヤがスッキリ晴れる 難しいオブジェクト指向がわかる 本当に理解したいから じっくり丁寧に学ぶ 人気no 1の完全独習テキスト 学生の わからない を徹底的になくした授業で使えるjavaオブジェ
クト指向の決定版
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the fast and easy way to learn about buying maintaining and troubleshooting a laptop how do i find the right
laptop for me now that i have a laptop how do i set it up and maintain it what are some tips for getting the



most out of software systems how do i begin to troubleshoot my laptop if you are a visual learner and have
ever asked yourself any of those questions then this is just the book you need visual step by step guidance
walks you through finding the right laptop to meet your needs getting comfortable with the latest versions of
windows and the microsoft office suite and understanding the most important security aspects of keeping your
online experiences safe helps visual learners get comfortable and confident with their laptops features full
color screen shots and numbered step by step instructions on how to get up and running walks you through
using the latest hardware add ons the internet and popular software applications teach yourself visually
laptops second edition offers you an easy to follow and visually appealing way to learn
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pcmag com is a leading authority on technology delivering labs based independent reviews of the latest
products and services our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying
decisions and get more from technology
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designed to provide an insight into the sql and mysql database concepts using python description python is
becoming increasingly popular among data scientists however analysis and visualization tools need to interact
with the data stored in various formats such as relational and nosql databases this book aims to make the
reader proficient in interacting with databases such as mysql sqlite mongodb and cassandra this book assumes
that the reader has no prior knowledge of programming hence basic programming concepts key concepts of
oop serialization and data persistence have been explained in such a way that it is easy to understand nosql is
an emerging technology using mongodb and cassandra the two widely used nosql databases are explained in
detail the knowhow of handling databases using python will certainly be helpful for readers pursuing a career
in data science key features a practical approach ample code examples a quick start guide to python for



beginners what will you learn python basics and programming fundamentals serialization libraries pickle csv
json and xml db ap and sqlalchemy python with excel documents python with mongodb and cassandra who this
book is for students and professionals who want to become proficient at database tools for a successful career
in data science table of contents 1 Ê Ê getting started 2 Ê Ê program flow control 3 Ê Ê structured python 4 Ê
Ê python Ð oop 5 Ê Ê file io 6 Ê Ê object serialization 7 Ê Ê rdbms concepts 8 Ê Ê python db api 9 Ê Ê python
Ð sqlalchemy 10 Ê python and excel 11 Ê python Ð pymongo 12 Ê python Ð cassandra
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the open group architecture framework togaf is a framework a detailed method and a set of supporting tools
for developing an enterprise architecture developed by members of the open group architecture forum
opengroup org architecture as a comprehensive open method for enterprise architecture togaf version 9
complements and can be used in conjunction with other frameworks that are more focused on specific aspects
of architecture or for vertical sectors such as government defense and finance togaf may be used freely by any
organization wishing to develop an enterprise architecture for use within that organization subject to the
conditions of use this book is divided into seven main parts part i introduction this part provides a high level
introduction to the key concepts of enterprise architecture and in particular the togaf approach it contains the
definitions of terms used throughout togaf and release notes detailing the changes between this version and
the previous version of togaf part ii architecture development method this is the core of togaf it describes the
togaf architecture development method adm a step by step approach to developing an enterprise architecture
part iii adm guidelines techniques this part contains a collection of guidelines and techniques available for use
in applying togaf and the togaf adm part iv architecture content framework this part describes the togaf
content framework including a structured metamodel for architectural artifacts the use of re usable



architecture building blocks and an overview of typical architecture deliverables part v enterprise continuum
tools this part discusses appropriate taxonomies and tools to categorize and store the outputs of architecture
activity within an enterprise part vi togaf reference models this part provides a selection of architectural
reference models which includes the togaf foundation architecture and the integrated information
infrastructure reference model iii rm part vii architecture capability framework this part discusses the
organization processes skills roles and responsibilities required to establish and operate an architecture
function within an enterprise
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this book introduces a simplified approach to web application development using the open source asp net core
mvc framework readers will learn to implement web applications using the following languages and
frameworks html javascript css bootstrap c asp net and entity framework core in addition this book addresses
how to build a web application to create user accounts store data in a database manipulate data and how to
allow controlled access to certain parts of the application functionality the author also covers both client side
and server side development and the use of an object relational mapper to work with persistent data using a
database topics include models views controllers routing entity framework core identity layouts dependency
injection and services model binder among others this book introduces the development of web applications
using the open source asp net core mvc framework implements web applications including html javascript css
bootstrap c asp net and entity framework core features client side development server side development and
object relational mapper software
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this book assesses chinese acquisitions in developed countries evaluates the drivers and opportunities and
above all explores the major operational challenges it discusses topics such as cross cultural issues integration
strategies risk and resilience the influence of emerging technologies servitization impacts on reshoring
corporate social responsibility branding strategies knowledge management and transfer of best practices
while emerging market multinational corporations emncs use of mergers and acquisitions as a strategic
vehicle has received considerable attention much less is known about their post entry activities such as the
implementation of post acquisition and integration strategies it can be expected that compared with their
western counterparts emncs will face radically different challenges that may undermine the success of their
products brands and marketing addressing these issues by means of a case study approach this book is an
ideal teaching resource for a variety of courses at both undergraduate and postgraduate level it also appeals
to academics researchers and practitioners with a keen interest in manufacturing industry
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for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for it



influencers worldwide computerworld s award winning site computerworld com twice monthly publication
focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest global it media network
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popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it
s practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital technology information on the newest cars or the
latest breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle
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for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for it
influencers worldwide computerworld s award winning site computerworld com twice monthly publication
focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest global it media network
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note the exam this book covered comptia it fundamentals exam fco u51 was retired by comptia in 2019 and is
no longer offered for coverage of the current exam comptia it fundamentals exam fco u61 please look for the
latest edition of this guide comptia it fundamentals study guide exam fco u61 9781119513124 information
technology is not just about what applications you can use it is about the systems you can support the comptia
it fundamentals certification is an introduction to the skills required to become a successful systems support
professional progressing onto more advanced certifications and career success the sybex comptia it
fundamentals study guide covers 100 of the exam objectives in clear and concise language and provides you
authoritatively with all you need to know to succeed in the exam along with gaining preventative maintenance
skills you will also develop the tools to complete troubleshooting and fault resolution and resolve common
issues experienced by the majority of computer systems the exam focuses on the essential it skills and
knowledge needed to perform tasks commonly performed by advanced end users and entry level it
professionals alike including identifying and explaining computer components setting up a workstation
including conducting software installations establishing network connectivity identifying compatibility issues
and identifying and preventing security risks managing the safety and preventative maintenance of computers
practical examples exam highlights and review questions provide real world applications and uses the book
includes sybex s interactive online learning environment and test bank with an assessment test chapter tests
flashcards and a practice exam our study tools can help you prepare for taking the exam and increase your
chances of passing the exam the first time
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